Magnetic fields from the auditory cortex of a deaf human individual occurring spontaneously or evoked by stimulation through a cochlear prosthesis.
In a postlingually deaf individual, the magnetic field evoked by stimulation through a cochlear prosthesis (extracochlear electrodes) as well as of the spontaneous magnetoencephalogram was measured over the hemisphere contralateral to the prosthesis (CP), and the results were compared with those obtained from normal-hearing subjects. The latency of the 2 best developed waves M100 and M200 turned out to be prolonged in the CP patient by approximately 40 ms. The amplitude of wave M100 was significantly diminished, while wave M200 was only poorly developed. Location and direction of the equivalent current dipole (ECD) calculated for wave M100 was in good agreement with normal data, whereas the dipole moment was only about one third of the average dipole moment found in normals. Furthermore, evidence was obtained for another magnetic field wave, preceding the delayed auditory wave M100, which exhibits the same latency, ECD location and direction as reported in the literature for the somatosensory evoked magnetic field. This wave probably results from stimulation, through the intratympanic electrodes, of somatosensory nerves innervating the tympanic cavity. A potential clinical application of neuromagnetic measurements is discussed: The calculation of the ECD moment from the auditory cortical magnetic field evoked by electrical stimulation at the promontory would allow to estimate, prior to CP implantation, the number of persisting, excitable nerve fibres.